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Before I began my internship with QUNIQUE, I had learnt to regulate my expectations in terms of
internships. My general way of thinking was that internships are not supposed to be enjoyable, they are
supposed to be educational, however, it was clear to me from the first day that my time at QUNIQUE
would be a combination of both. From my first few hours at QUNIQUE, I felt respected, trusted, and
honored as a valuable resource. I was welcomed with a desk plant and a card wishing me good luck on
my first day after which I was trained and immediately given tasks that I tackled headfirst.
Within two weeks, it had already felt like I was part
of the team for much longer. With QUNIQUE, I have
received both constructive criticism and praise,
both of which I attribute my happiness within the
company to. The constructive criticism has helped
me see the errors in my work and has given me
guidance towards self-improvement whilst the
praise has raised my motivation to come into work
every day with a positive attitude and ready to give
my all. The company’s employee culture is based
around mutual success, in which the employees
believe that the company’s success is reflective of
their own. This is how I feel within my role as a
Marketing and Events Management Trainee.
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internships. The CEOs of QUNIQUE, Angelina and Bassil have created a work atmosphere that pushes
you to be your best and strive to be even better. I believe that I will always view QUNIQUE as my first
steppingstone into reaching professional success and I look forward to the rest of my journey as part
of the team.
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